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Induced Fields and Heating Within a Cranial· 
. ' 

., 

Structure Irradiated by an Electromagnetic 
Plane· Wave· 

ALAN R. SHAPIRO, RICHARD F. LUTOMIRSK.I, AND HAROLD T. YURA ~--------· 

Abstract-The induced fields and the static heating patterns 
within a multilayered spherical model that approximates the primate 
cranial structure irradiated by plane waves in the microwave spec
trum are calculated. The relation of the model to the biological struc
ture and the sensitivity of the results to the uncertainties in the di

. mensions and electrical properties of biological material are in-
vestigated. A method of solution for both the scattered and the 
interior fields for a sphere with an arbitrary number of electrically · 
different concentric layers is developed in a form readily amenable 
to machine computation. It is shown that'the semi-infinite slab model 
is inappropriate for calculating the microwave radiation dosage for 
the human head and similar structures. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
. " 

THE literature on the interaction of microwave 
radiation with biological specimens has· for the 
most part been concerned with the average value 

of the induced fields and the consequent heating of the 
specimen averaged over its volume [1 ]. The treatment 
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ration or the official opinion or policy of any of its governmental or 
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of nonuniform heating has generally been restricted to 
infinite slab models with multiple layers [1 J; [2 ]. The 
effect of the curvature of the surface of the specimen on 
the total absorbed energy has also been treated by 
Schwan [1] but not the internal distribution of that 
energy. He showed that the absorption cross section 
for a lossy sphere with a concentric outer layer having 
different electrical properties differs appreciably from 
that for a homogeneous sphere and is sensitive to the 
thickness of this outer layer. Furthermore, while the 
absorption cross section for homogeneous spheres varies 
considerably if the ratio of the diameter to the wave-

. length is between 0.1 and 1, i.e., i\tlie scattering, for the 
bilayer sphere these variations extend to both lower 
and higher values of this ratio. 

The variations in absorption cross section with the. 
ratio of size to wavelength' are due to the rapid changes 
in the standing-wave pattern that is e."<cited within the 
_irradiated object. Sch,~an's calculations··and measure
ments suggested that the Q of such a cavity is sufficient 
to support significant field gradients despite the lossy 
nature of biological tissue. At microwave frequencies 
and particularly at those •frequencies allocated for 
medical diathermy the ratios of the major dimensions 

f 
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. of the human hl'!ad to the ,~avelcngth fall in this rel{ime 
where nonuniiorin hc:lting is to he expected. Further
more, ior this case the infinite slah model can J.{ive lar~c. 
errors for the in tern al fields. In the present paper, · 

. therefore, wc•report a calculation of the induced fields -

. and the static heating patterns for a mu! ti layered .. 
spherical model that approximates the primate cranial 
structure irradiated by a plane wave at 3000 MHz. 

The simplest problem of this type is that of a plane.·· 
. wave falling upon a homogeneous sphere. This problem· 
· was first solved by Mic. [3] nnd has been concisely : 

prcsen ted by Stratton [ 4 ]. Asolu tion for the scat~ering 
coefficients from a sphere with one concentric shell has 
been given by Aden and Kerker [5] and the scattering 
from an inhomogeneous spherically symmetric object. 
has been calculated by Wyatt [6 ]. The present paper< 
gives solutions in a form readily amenable to machine 
computation for both the scattered and the interior... Fig. 1. ,Jfacaca nemestrina (midsagittal view). :\'!ale; a);c ~3 fields for a sphere with an arbitrary number of concen-::· : years; weight ~4.3 kg; scale: Horsley-Clarke coordinates, mm. 
tric layers. ·· 

· ·. is defined by a line connecting the poles of the occipital II. THE MODEL and frontal lobes in the midsagi ttal plane and makes a 
To facilitate 'an e.....:perimental check of thes~ calcula-: small angle with the Horsley-Clarke horizontal plane. 

tions, we chose to model the rhesus macaque monkey, The thickness of the skin, subcutaneous fat, bone, dura, 
a primate commonly employed in such experiments .... and subarachnoid CSF are difficult to measure; they 
Based upon available cephalometric and stereotaxic are not uniform over the brain in one ind·ividual and 
data [7], [8 ], one finds that the portion of the head en..: vary between individuals. Estimates of these dimen- . 
closing the brain is closely approximated by·an ellipsoid · sions were made from a study of stereotaxic atlases of 
of revolution whose midpoint is located in the mid~ thirhesus [8] and the sensitivity of the calculated fields 
sagittal plane about one centimeter anterior to the•· to a twofold variation was tested. The total volume of 
origin of the Horsley-Clarke coordinates. 1 The cross - CSF in: man is given as 140 ml and of this only 23 ml 
sections in coronal planes are almost circular with an is in the ventricles. The ventricles are small cavities 
eccentricity of· about 0.2, while those in: the sagittal : within the cerebra and t_he mid brain, the latter being in 
and horizontal planes are more elliptic with an eccen- · intimate contact with the hypothalamus and other im
tricity of about 0.6. The semiaxes are about 35 and 45 .· · portant regulatory elements. 
mm in the average folly grown female, with a range of The various tissues and fluids within the primate 
about ± 10 percent, and somewhat larger in the male. head differ in their electrical properties. The published 
This ellipsoid incl~Q~!Uhe brain, eyes, and olfactories, data on their chemical composition [10], [11 J and· the 
and its lowest point is in the region of the first vertebrae. . dielectric constant and electrical conductivity of bio-

The primary features d the internal structure (Fig.1) logical materials [1], [12 ].have been used to construct 
are a boney shell (cranium) which completely encom- the model. As Schwan _has pointed out, the major dif
passes the brain and has apertures for such things as · ferences in the electr\cal properties of tissues is a f unc
the optic nerves and the brain stem; the cerebra with tion of their water content. The head consists of low 
their sharply curved frontal lobes;. the cerebellum; and· .. · water-content material such as fat and bone, high 

· . the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) which fills the subarach- water-content skin, dura and brain, and fluids such as 
noid 2 spaces and the ventricles of the brain. The cere- the CSF and blood, which have still higher water con
bral hemispheres can be fairly well represented by . tent. In fact the water content of CSF (99 percent) is 
hemiellipsoids with theircorrimon midpoint at the origin· ·. even greater than that,of blood plasma (94 percent) and 
of the Horsley-Clarke coordinates and having an ec- . considerably higher than whole blood [11 ]. The chem
centricity of about 0.9. The major axis of each cerebrum ical composition and the electrical properties exhibit a 

1 The Horsier-Clarke coordinates (9) are the standard rectangu• 
lar coordinates for stereotaxic atlases. The origin lies 10 mm above 
the auditory meatus in the midsagittal plane and is measured per• 
pendicular to the basihorizontal (Frankfurt) plane. 

s Between the cranium and the brain there are three membranous 
coverings, which are, ·starting from without, the dura, the arachnoid, 
and the pia. The subarachnoid space is that between the arachnoid 
and the•pia. . • • 

· range of values in the normal animal. In vitro measure-· 
ments_ [12] suggest that the· range for the dielectric 
constant can be as great as ± 30 percent of the mean 
and for the electrical conductivity ±40 percent. The 
sensitivity of the analysis to the uncertainty in the 
values for the:::.e properties is investigated below. The 

· electrical properties of· subcutaneous fat and of the . 

'I 
/ I 
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,,, . 
Radius of: 
Surface 

Bounding 
Region Tis.~ue Thickness p, P+l {p) i\lodeled (111111)· (mm) · 

.1 . brain . ·. sphere 26.8±1. 
·2 CSF 2±1 28.8±0.25 

3 · dura 0.5'±0.25 29.3± 1 
4 bone· 2±1. 31.3±0.3 
5 fat 0.7±0.3 32±0.5 

.-....-:;:·';.- ,: .. 6 skin 1±0.5 · 33 
· .• ,·~.t~. 

TABLE I 
Tm;; MoDEL 

(/a3 GHz) 

/Cp 

Dielectric 
Constant 
T=37°C 

42±13 
77±23 
45'±14 
5±1.5 
5±1.5 

45±14 

<Tp 
Conductivity 

T=37°C 
(ohm•m)-1 

2±0.8-·· 
1.9±0.8 . 
2.5±1 . 
0.2±0.1 
0.2±0.1 
2.5±1 

(tr/we)2 

0.08 
0.02 
0.11 
0.06 
0.06 

· 0.11 

(2/J)-1 
Intensity 

Attenuation 
Length 
(mm) 

&..6_. 
12.3 
7.2 

29.8 
29.8 

7.2 · 

189 

n 
Index of 

Refraction 

: __ 6.6 ... 
.8.8 
6.8 
2.3 
2.3 
6.6 

. ····cranial· bone are. taken to be the same. The skin and the · 
· , .. · . .. dura are also assumed to be similar while the brain is 

. ,,.,,.. ..'..::,,:,-a:ssurned to be.slightly iess conductive based upon low- ------

I . 

z •. 

~' ' ·· ·· frequency data. Finally, the cerebrospinal fluid is as
sumed to have the electrical properties of physiological 

··. · . ·· .. · saline solution. 
The ,nathematical difficulties encountered in the 

solution oi inhumogeneous boundary-value problems 
. are greatly increased when the dimensions of the sur- ·. 

faces of discontinuity are of the order of the wavelength · 
.· and only spherical· and ellipsoidal bodies have been · 
treated [ 4 ], Numerical techniques can in principle be . ' 

. employed for structur.es of arbitrary ·shape but they .· . 
tend to be expensive and time consuming. Before em- · .. ·. · • 
barking upon such an ambitious project it was decided< · · ' . -to investigate the fields in a: vastly simplified spherical · .. 
model of the monkey head but one which retains some · · · 
of the features that should lead to nonuniform internal 
distributions. These are a body bounded by a closed 

· surface, of dimensions on the order of a wavelength,' · ·· 
composed of thin layers of elec;:trically different ma- · 
terials. · · · · 

The spherical model chosen for calculation has its. 
center at the origin of the Horsley-Clarke system with .. 
hs outer radius approximately equal to the semi minor , .·· ·· 
axis of the ellipsoidal model described above and repre- . 
sents a dorsal view of the head. It consists of five con-
centric layers representing skin, subcutaneous fat, bone, · 

Fig; 2. · Plane wave incident upon a sphere with 
N-2 concentric spherical shells. 

., 

dura and cerebrospinal fluid and an inner sphere rep- ·.·have a different conductivity ~
11 

and relative dielectric resenting the brain. The resulting dimensions and elec-. .constant Kp; the containing medium is .taken to be trical parameters are shown in Table I. · 

III. ANALYSIS 

Fig. 2 shows the orientation of the plane wave with 
respect to a rectangular and spherical coordinate sys
tem having its origin at the center of 'the sphere. The· 
wave is assumed to propagate in the positive z direction 
and the electric field is linearly polarized in the x direc
tion. The inner sphere and each sw;ceeding concentric 
shell will be denoted by the indices p == 1, 2, • · ; , N, 
res_pectively, where the outermost region p = N denotes 
the surrounding medium. Each region is assumed to 

•· 

vacuum, whence UN= 0, KN= L T_he magnetic per-
meabilities are all taken to be unity, and a time de

·pendence of e-;,.,, is assumed and suppressed. The com
. plex propagation constant for the pth region is k11 • = Re(kp) +i Im(k11) where [4, p. 276] 

Re(kp)} ;,,_ ~[,r. 11 (✓· l +-1 (up)2 ± i)'"'Jl/2 (1) 
Im c 2 .. (E0w) 2 Kp 

and when:! w· is the angular .frequ1::m:y, co is the fret: 
space permitivity =8.85 X 10-12 F /m, and c is the veloc
ity of light in vacuo. The crux of the analysis lies in ex:. 
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--::;;~-"" ·. panding . the incitlcn t and secondary fields in vector and 
spherical harmonics appropriate to. each region and 

·matching· the tangential components of the fields at. i 
·_,:;~,;,,-_::.· ~ach __ boundary to dcter111i1ic the expansion coefficients. 

1 
~Ip= . [(l + l)lti-1,p - l/11+1,p]. 

• 2l + 1 . 
.. ~~::·:;~:~~:"-'-fi;e cx1xinsio1{.of the iricid. ent.J)!ane wave is rrivcn in · ·· · 
-- · · I> ,_Similarly, using the recursion relations for the asso-. . . ··•. · ... '[4, p. 564_ 1, .a1~d an identical notation will be used. This 

· .. iricidentwave will induce fields in all of the regions. The 
· ciated Legendre polynomials, it can b,c _shown that. 

general solution of the vector wa~e equation for the 
transverse fields in any shell can be written as a linear 

· ·• combination of the m and n functions used by Stratton · 

.2l + 1 aP11(cos 8) l P1+1 1(cos 8) 
=--.------

l(l + 1) a0 sin 8 

[-1]. In general, the r<+dial dependence is an arbitrary .·. t + 1, Pi.-1
1(cos 8) 

solution to the spherical Bessel equation, i.e., any -·.·-. 
. ·· · linear combination of the spherical Bessel functions oL 
· th.e first and second kinds. For the inner sphere (p == 1) · where 
. the spherical Bessel furtction of the first kind is the only . 

admissible solution, while for the surrrounding medium 
(p = N) the fi~lds will consist of the incident wave (j's),_·~ 
and outgoing scattered waves (h's) to satisfy the radia- ·· -
tion condition at .infinity. Hence it is most convenient 
to write the general solution in the pth region as linear' · 

---
l . 

: · . P11(cos 8) l(l + 1) 
. hm · =--·--
. · .s-o sin 8 · · . 2 

. P1
1(cos8) · (- 1) 1l(l + 1) 

hm---- =.----- · 
. s-r sin 8 2 

combinations of the m's and n's using spherical Bessel. · ·. 

sin 8 

A. Solution for the Expansion Coefficients functions of the. first kind and· spherical Hankel func- ·· 
tions of the second kind; h,. en = j,. +iy,. where y,. 'is . • ··. The fields can then be determined frorr1 (2a) and (2 b) 
the spherical Neumann function. Therefore, following •·.• once the a1p, a1p, b1p, J,1p are known. The boundary con
Stratton's notation, we write · · •. · · ·. ditions at the interface between regions p and P+ 1 are 

i the continuity of the tangential components of the 
.· .- . "' 2l + 1 • .· · ..... . 
Ep = Eo E i1 . . [a1pmou< 1> 

. 1-1 l(l f 1) . . · ·. ·. 

·•·•···.· fields; i.e., ·· · · · 

. .(Ep)s = (E;,+1)s, _ 

(Bp), = (B1>+1)s, 

(Ep)" = (E;,+1)", 

(BP)9 = (B;,+1)9. . .. 
. . 

(3) 

kp . ..; 21 + 1 . .•. -·•·· > 
BP = .- - Eo Li1 · -. . [b1pm,i,c1> · 

w z-1 l(l + 1) . .. 
. ' . 

+ ia;p11ou<ll + P1pm,u<3> + ia1pnouC3>J 

Substituting the m·and n functions into (2) and apply
·. ing (3) shows that simultaneous equations of the follow

ing form.must be satisfied: 

(2b). - . ( .. P11 .·. ap,1) . 
L -Az,/-.-+ Bi,p-·-. : 

. where the functions mce,0)1!(3) and nce,0)1/3> are. obtained:.·. . I : sm 8 . . ' . d8 .·· 
by replacing ;·n(pp) by_ h,;<O(pP.) in Stra. tton's· expressioll'_· ·· - ··• ·· · ·· · · 
for mce.oJllm and nc•,0>11'1> arid PP= kpr. In writing the com;. · · == .L(A 1:1>+1 ~

11 + Br,;,+i aP/) . 
ponents of the fields explicitly it is convenient to intro-: '. - --- - ' z .sm 8 · · · ·· · a8 · 
duce the following notation. Let · · • · · ·(· · aPi1 -<_:P,1 )·. 

L A, .. p !18•· + B1,p~0· 
j1p =Jz(pp), _ . hip = h1(f,p) · · .. l . . . · u - sm . 

. 1 . .. 
7/lp = - [ppj1p] 1

, 

PP: .. 

P 1
1 = P11(cos8) 

... ··. · 1 · .. ' ... ·• 

~lp = - [pph1,,Y. 
PP 

( 
· aP,1 ' P1 1 ) 

= E A1,P+1-· -. + Bl,P+l -.-. 
l d8 Sin 8 

· or, with S1,p=A1,1>+1.-A and T1,p=B1,p-B1,P+1, 

E S1,p-.-+ T1,p-- = 0 
. ( Pz1 

. aP/) 
I Sin 8 d8 · 

E (sz.,, ap,i + T1,p ~
11

) = 0. 
I d8 ·. Sin 8 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(5a) 

(5b) 

where primes denote differentiation with respect to pp, 
and the supersi:ripLQR .. the Hankel function has been 
dropped. For machine calculations it is preferable to 
eliminate expressions co,1taining derivatives and rep-. 
resent 111p and ~Ip by 

. 1 . . 

7/lp = 2l + 1 [(l +l)ji.-1,p - lj1-r1.p]. 
. : .•·· .. 

Equations (Sa) and (Sb) can be manipulated in d:c 
following manner to show that these modes are orthog
onal and thus the coefficients for. each mode can be in

. dependently determined. Multiplying (Sa) by P,,1, (Sb) 

l 
f i 

' I i 
! 
r 
i 
\ 
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and a1,N = b1,N = 1. Forming the products of the mat
trices and denoting them by 

N .v 
(Q,Ti') = II (Q1p'1); (R1r'') == IT (R1pi1) 

J>-1 + T1 J> [P,,' aP11 + aP,,' P,']} = o. (6) . ao ao . we o&tain 

Integrating over 8 from O to -ir makes the coefficient of 
T,,P vanish because P11(± 1) =O. The integral of the 
coefficient of S1,J> is [4, p. 417] · 

·· ·. 2[l(l + 1) j2 · 
----· 8 -. . 2l + 1 l',I 

where 01•,1 is the Kronecker delta. Hence S1 1 ,p=O, and a 
similar calculation shows that T1 1 ,P = 0. The continuity 
of the fields therefore implies that two sets of simul
taneous equations are satisfied, which can be written 

· in matrix form: ____ , -.. 
. . 

(8) 

and 

(9) 

Equations (8) and (9) each represent a pair of simple 
simultaneous equations from. which a1.1, b1,1, 0t1,.v, and 
fl1,N· can be_ determined. Application of the Q and R 

· matrices given by (7) then generates the remainder of 
the expansion coefficients. 

.(al,p)· = (Qi:1>+1'') (al,P+t) (7a) .· B. Mean Intensity, Joule Heating, and Scattering a1;p . . · . a1,P+1 
· · - -· • · For problems where a-knowledge of tnTfocal \iaria-·.·. ·-.. ·(!_ ',·· .. ,.;,) ._=. ·(-Rz_,P+-·1,;} (!_',.·:

1

1
) __ •.. : _ ·.. (7b) ti~n in mean values of the components of the electro-/ ,.., ,.., ,,,, . ··magnetic stress tensor are desired, one can readily com-! -- ' - · · · - -- pute terms of the form - · :; · .,...- .-,:,··' \vhere the elements of Qand Rare_ 

· •··· ~~: .. ::?J;:'.::;:i::;iI{·:~::::;::E:J·.· .. 
-Q,) == (A,,.)-~ [ k:i i1,p1ll.Jl ·--,,,.,.ji;,.H]. 

.· . . ' ;: ·. J> -·. . . - .; . • . - - .. 

.. Q,,.22 -~ -(A,,.)_-1[k:1j,.~,.~1-_11,.,.li1,1>+1] •-• 

. . . 

R,," '." (a,,)-•fr,:.t,.,.,_c k:• ,,.,h,.~,J. • 
' ·. . . - .· . . ~~ :. 

and 

All of the Bessel functions are now understood to be 
evaluated at the values of PP and P.1>+1 corresponding to 
the interface between the two regions. 

We now use the fact that 0t1,1=Jh1 =O (i.e., the 
Hankel function, which is divergent at the origin at 
the innermost sphere, must be absent for this region), . 

. . ... 

. Re (Ep); · Re (E;,); = ½Re [(E,.),(E,.);*] (10) 
. . . 

. from (2), with a similar expression for the magnetic 
: terms. Similarly, one can compute the mean intensity 

(with i=j) and the mean energy dissipated in heat per 
.· unit volume per second in the pth region: 

w0 (r, 8, rt,) = ½a-,.(E,. · Ep *). (11) 

The average density of the power absorbed through
out the model, (w,.), can be obtained from the scattering 

'·and total cross sections, Q, and Qi, respectively. The 
.. absorption cross section,. Qo, is simply Q, -Q, [4, p. 

569 ], where . . _ · . . . .. · . - · ... 
·. . . . 

. - . - 21r . 00 - - •, 

·_ Q, = _. - Re L (2l+ l)(a1,N+ /31,N) 
- . .kN2 - 1-1 ·. _- ' _, ·. ·.·. 

_ (12) 

. ·-.. ·21r - 00 ·. . .. 

Q, = kN2 E·(2l~"t/~.(I a1.Nl
2 + I /31.Nl 2

) •. (13) 

Finally 

(14) 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The mean square field and the mean dissipation were 
calculated for the interior of· the model described in 
Table I irradiated by a plane wave at a frequency of 3 
GHz. In this case 2r6/A0 =0.66 and k,yra=2.07, the -
regime of interest. The results are shown in Figs. 3-8 iii. 
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·which the ordinates are normalized to the amplitude of. ·mean.square field and dissipation are approximately 
.the unperturbed incident field Eo. With reference to the same as and in one case (Figs. 7 and 8) greater than 

··. Fig. 2, the internal distribution is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 at the surface despite the fact that the intensity at
. along the direction ,of propagation (the z axis); in the· tenuation length3 for the inner sphere is only about one
equatorial plane of the model along the direction of third of ita radius. Thus a calculation which assumed 

. dectric polarization of the incident wave (the x axis) in the body to be semiinfinite in extent would have yielded 
' Figs. 5 and 6; and in the direction of incident magnetic · intensities more th an an order of magnitude lower tl1an 

polarization in Figs. 7 and 8. 
The most striking feature.Pf these results is the mag

nitude of the peaks in the center of the model. The 
. a The attenu~tion length i;· taken as one-half the ski.: -=~·-:n -~ 

(o = 1/{J, wherc.{J is usual attenuation factor) and shown in ·r_.::,;~ :. ; .... __ 

~-~--... __ 
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those given here. The general dependence of the interior 
fields on kNa, where a is the· radius of a homogeneous 
lossy sphere, can be seen in Fig. 9. For a homogeneous 
sphere having the electrical properties of the inner 
sphere of our model, the induced field is seen to go from 
a uniform distribution at k,va = 0.15 7 (Fig. 9(a)) through 
one with a null at the center to distributions (Fig. 9(b)) 
that are peaked at the center (kNa== 1.26). For a homo-_ .. ,.-,.- geneous spherewi th the conductivity of biological tissue, 

·• the skin effect phenomenon-will· b;come dominant for ·. 
·.:. -

... --. -..:f.: 
...... -- ,;:~...,,-+···••-~· ·'• I' --

kNa?:,1r; however, in multilayered spheres the internal 
mode structure can still be significant at larger values 
of kNrN-1• 

The average density of absorbed power throughout 
the model (wa) is given by (14) as approximately 0:04 
E 0

2.W/m3 for this case (Qa~4.4X10-a m2). The or
dinates in Figs. 4, 6, and 8 are directly comparable to 
(wa)I Eo2• Examination of these figures shows that the 
peak heating is as much as five times the average value. 
Gradients in the local heating as great as a factor of two 

/ 
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dver a displacement of one millimeter are· predicted · diathermy of the head may be a function of polarization 
within the inner sphere: Such variations imply tern~ - and aspect. 
perature gradients _induced in the body, at least for · For the range of parameters used in this investigation, 
short times before diffusion becomes important. it_proved necessary to use very accurate representations · 

There are appreciable differences in the spatial dis- of the functions in {2a) and (2b) in-order· to obtain -
t:-ibution of heating in the three directions plotted. The convergence of these series. This was accomplished by 
largest gradients occur in the direction of propagation expanding the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions in 
(Fig. 4), whereas the most peaked distribution is in the terms of trigonometric functions and by using doub!c 
equatorial plane in the direction of the incident mag- - · precision arithmetic (16 decimal digits) on the real a::d 

_ netic polarization (Fig._>8). Thus the, dosage in medical imaginary parts • 
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;/ Fig. 9. Mean square 'electric field versus distance from <:enter of sphere. 8=T/2; r/>=0;/=JX109Hz; o-=2 mho/m; . c==42. (a) For spheres with k.va==0.05..-, O.h-. (b) For spheres with RNa=0.2r, 0.4r. 

The sensitivity of these results to the uncertainty in the average heating was down to about 20 percent of both the thickness of the layers of tissue and their elec- that at 3.8 GHz but the peak in the internal distribu. trical properties was examined. Over the range of thick- -· tion was about ten times the average value. ness variations shown in Table I the maximum devia- It is of interest to compare the heating that might be tions from the nominal value of the absorption cross produced in the head of a macaque monkey at the · section Qa were +10 percent, -29 percent. Both ex- medical diathermy frequency of 2.4S GHz with that tremes occurred for changes in the simulated fat-bone .. calculated for a similar model having the overall dimen- · layer. The test. for sensitivity to Kp and O'p showed ex-.·· sions of the human head (--1S-cm diameter). The thicktremes in Qa of +16 percent and -10 percent. In this ness of the skin, dura and CSF in the human was ascase the e.xtremes occurred for changes in the simulated sumed to be the same as in the monkey but the fat-bone brain-CSF regions. The details of the distributions were region was increased to S.S mm. The results are that not examined for these var_iations. However, it is noted although the absorption cross section for the model of that these variations in the absorption cross section are the human head is larger than for the monkey (Qa = 3.3 less than the ratio of peak to average heating in the X 10-2 m2 and 3.8 X 10-3 m2, respectively) the average nominal configuration. .· heating of the human model is only about 42 percent of A brief investigation was conducted of the change in that in the monkey. The overall characteristics of the the distribution arid the average heatlng with the fre- internal distribution in the human model are different quency of the incident field~ For the nominal values in from those in Figs. 3-8. The peaks in the region correTable I the maximum absorption cross section oc- · sponding to the mid brain are much less pronounced in curred at about 3.8 GHz (Q~"'S.3X 10-3 m2) and a.· the human model and are only one-tenth the average neighboring minimum occurred at about 1.6 GHz ·· heating. However, the heating at the center is still about (Qa,-,3, 7 X 10-3 m2). This constitutes a range in average · one hundred times greater than would be calculated by heating of about·± 18 percent around the midvalue. assuming the body to be semi-infinite in e.xtent. FurOver this same range of frequencies the internal dis- thermore, only about one-quarter of the heating is detributions did not vary appreciably in the transverse posited in the layer corresponding to skin, whereas plane but the. pronounced dip in the direction of prop- about 10 percent is deposited in those layers representagation was greatly accentuated at 1.6 GHz. Of course ing the dura and CSF. It is of interest to note that the this is a narrow. frequency range within which kNr.v-1 internal distribution is very different for the monkey. lies between 1.1 and 2.6. For kNCN-1 <0.1 the ~average model at a frequency such that k.,,rN-1 is equal to that heating drops off rapidly. At kNrN;..1 -4.6 (f=B.2 GHz) for the human model at 2.4S GHz (i.e., 4.6). 
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One nicasurc oft he liiological sig-nilicaucc of these re
- suits is the comparison of metabolic heat to the peak 

, :,,p,~"'""C'': local heating produced by an incident microwave field 
b1_tensity equal to.\thc present radiation exposure guide 

-·· ,~:::--:·onOm\V /c_m 2 at2A5 GHz. The average resti11g level of 
:; - neuronal metabolic heat production is estimated at 
r >. ·about 3000 µcal/ g •sin gray matter and somewhat lower 

having- electrical properties different from those of the 
brain. Finally, for irradiation of the human head it may 
not be safe to assume that "radiation of a frequency 
in excess of 3000 MHz is largely absorbed by the 

· skin" [1 ]. 
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in white matter [13 ], [14]. Whereas the absorption 
cross sections calculated here (Q .. = 3.3 X 10-2 m2 and 
-3.SXlo-a m2 for the human and monkey models) in
dicate that the average heating (averaged · over the 

- -whole head) produced by this microwave field is about 
250 µcal/g·s in the human model and about 600 in the 
monkey. In the monkey model the peak local heating · 
is about 3000 µcal/g·s/In the human model, however, 
the only significant heating appears to be in the CSF 
where the local-heating is about four times the average 
level, i.e., 1000 µcal/g·s. Thus, while the thermal effect -
of such radiation over the whole brain is below the 
metabolic level, the local peaks in the distribution of 

· diathermic heating could equal or exceed the metabolic 
· load. -_. 
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